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MCQ Fine Art announces the continuation of  
Locals Only: Brent Sommerhauser 

 
 

(March 14, 2012)  
 
Michele C. Quinn Fine Art Advisory is pleased to announce the opening of the next segment of its rotating 
exhibition series, “Locals Only”, featuring local artist Brent Sommerhauser and his latest works in glass, 
sculpture, and drawing. The exhibition will be on view April 26th to June 29th at MCQ Salon, located at 620 
South 7th Street, two blocks east of Las Vegas Boulevard, between Garces and Bonneville.  
Brent is well known in Las Vegas for his finesse at crafting glasswork and his organic sculptures comprised 
of carved pencils and other materials. Much of his work involves a harmonization with the architectural 
environment; this new work seeks to expand his creative vision while transforming the physicality of his 
materials into a sublime experience.  In Sommerhauser’s words, his pieces pursue “thin, quiet places where 
invisible forces and visible material collide.” 
 
In 2003 he received a Master of Fine Arts from Ohio State University, and has since exhibited internationally 
in solo and group exhibitions. Sommerhauser is a thriving artist in the Telegraph Art Collective, a group 
which continually collaborates on exhibitions and projects across the country. Brent currently teaches 
fundamentals of design and sculpture at the University of Nevada, Las Vegas, and has previously instructed 
at The College for Creative Studies, Hastings College, the Kansas City Art Institute, Pilchuck Glass School, 
and Ohio State University. 
 
Please join us for a VIP reception with the artist Thursday, April 26, from 6:00-8:00pm.  
 
For more information, please contact us at (702) 366-9339 or visit us online at www.mcqfineart.com. 
 
 
ABOUT MCQ FINE ART ADVISORY: 
 
A full-service art advisory firm with nearly 20 years of professional experience, Michele C Quinn Fine Art 
Advisory specializes in the acquisition, installation and collection management of post-war and 
contemporary art for private, public and corporate art collections. Services include the procurement of fine 
artworks by mid-career to established blue-chip artists and museum-quality, fine-art handling of private and 
corporate fine art collections. MCQ Fine Art Advisory features three exhibitions per year in its salon located 
in the heart of Downtown Las Vegas. 
 
This project is funded, in part, by an Artist Fellowship award from the Nevada Arts Council, a state agency. 
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